A study of inclusive production of the meson resonances p0, K.0(892), /'o(975) and f2 (1270) in hadronic decays of the Z ° is presented. The measured mean meson multiplicity per hadronic event is 0.834-0.14 for the p0, 0.64 4-0.24 for the K*°(892), 0.10 4-0.04 for the f0(975) in the momentum range p > 0.05Pbea m (Xp > 0.05) and 0.11 4-0.05 for the f2(1270) for Xp > 0.1. These values and the corresponding differential cross sections (1/O'hadr) d~y/dxp for the vector mesons are in good agreement with the predictions of the JETSET 7.3 PS and HERWIG 5.4 models. The J2 (1270) production is overestimated by HERWIG but its Xp-shape is correctly reproduced. The measured ratios of the production cross sections a(fz(1270))/a(p °) = 0.22 + 0.08 and a(f2(1270))/a(fo(975)) = 3+~ for Xp > 0.1 are consistent with the results obtained in hadronic reactions.
Introduction
The production of the pO, K.+ (892) and K*°(892) =~ vector mesons has been studied in many e+e -experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] at energies below those presently available at LEP. Tensor meson and J~ (975) production has been measured only in two of these experiments [4, 5] .
The measurement of the K *+ (892) production using the DELPHI detector at LEP has been presented in ref. [10] . In this letter, measurements of the p0, K.0 (892), J~ (975) and .~(1270) production rates using the DELPHI detector are reported and comparison is made with other data and with predictions of the Monte Carlo generators JETSET 7.3 PS [ 11 ] and HERWIG 5.4 [ 12] .
Both these programs implement a parton cascade based on perturbative QCD calculations, whereas the nonperturbative hadronization phase is described by phenomenological string and cluster fragmentation models, respectively. The programs have been used without the tensor meson contributions in JETSET and without the f0 (975) contribution in both programs. The JETSET program has been used with default values of the ratio of s-to u-quarks and the ratio of pseudoscalar to vector mesons. Parameters related to global event shape were tuned as in ref. [ 13 ] . The HERWIG program has been used with default values of parameters.
Event selection
This study is based on the sample of hadronic events collected with the DELPHI detector at the centre-of-mass energies around ,/~ = 91.2 GeV in the 1991 running period of LEP. The DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere [14] . Only charged particles reconstructed by the central detectors, including the microvertex, inner and outer detectors, forward chambers and the time projection chamber (TPC), are used in this analysis. A charged particle is required to satisfy the following criteria: -momentum greater than 0.2 GeV/c, -Ap/p < 100%, -polar angle between 25 ° and 155 °, -measured track length in the TPC greater than 50 cm, and #l In the following the charge conjugate states for K *+ (892), K*°(892), K2+ (1430) and K°(1430) are always assumed.
impact parameter with respect to the nominal crossing point within 5 cm in the transverse plane and l0 cm along the beam direction.
Events are accepted if there are at least five charged particles, -the total energy of charged particles (assuming n ± mass) in each of the two hemispheres with respect to the beam axis exceeds 3 GeV, -the total energy of all charged particles is greater than 15 GeV, and -the polar angle 0 of the sphericity axis is between 40 ° and i40 °. The resulting data sample comprised 191 796 events. The contamination from events due to beam-gas scattering, 77 interactions and r+r -events is estimated to be less than 0.3% of the selected events. To ensure that the analysis is restricted to charged particles originating from, or close to, the primary vertex, invariant masses of particle pairs are calculated for particles with the impact parameter relative to the reconstructed event vertex, within 0.3 cm in the transverse plane and 2 cm along the beam direction.
3.

Method of analysis
A well known difficulty in resonance studies arises when particle identification efficiency is low and each particle is assigned a pion or kaon mass depending on the invariant-mass distribution (n+n or Kin :=) under study. This leads not only to an increased combinatorial background (which is already large due to the large number of secondaries at high energies), but also to the problem of "reflections" when the resonance signals in a particular particle combination (e.g. K+n ) distort the invariant-mass spectrum &other combinations (e.g. n+n ) due to a particle (e.g. K +) being wrongly identified (e.g. as a n +). These reflections are particularly severe when (narrow) resonances overlap in phase space.
The fitting procedure applied to the invariant-mass distributions to extract resonance cross sections and, in particular, the treatment of reflections due to particle misidentification used in this study are very similar to those described in refs. [15, 16] 
dM~vg where ct and fl are fitted parameters and BW is a Breit-Wigner function with two free parameters: the central mass M0 and total width F. assumed to be a sum of the natural width F0 and the experimental resolution width FR (for a justification, see for example ref. [16] ). A relativistic P-wave BW function is used for the p0 and K *° (892), an S-wave function for the f0 (975 ) and a D-wave function for the f2 ( 1270) and K ° (1430). A narrow peak near 500 MeV/c 2 in the n + n-invariant mass spectrum corresponding to the K 0 --+ n +n-decay is described by non-relativistic BW function. The function used for the background BG is
For the =+= invariant mass distributions for 0.1 < Xp < 0.4, tilted between 0.44 and 2.3 GeV/c 2, all the five 7's are free parameters in the fit. For the higher and lower xp ranges the n+n -mass distribution is fitted only between 0.44 and 1.3 GeV/c 2, so ?'4 and ?'5 are fixed to zero. These two parameters are also fixed to zero for the Ken :: mass distributions, fitted between 0.76 and 1.64 GeV/c 2 for all _vp ranges. ,l'/th is the threshold mass for the relevant mass combination. Other forms of background parametrization have also been tried and give the same results within errors. Besides (1), (2), the data have also been fitted by the expressions The expression for the weight I4~+~. is the same as Hk.+ ~ since the K±~ :~ invariant mass spectrum is fitted, but it is calculated for the mass M~+K (for the same particle pair).
The procedure is iterative and consists of the following two steps for the ith iteration: (i) the ~+Tr invariant-mass spectrum is calculated using the product of the weights ~ (i -1)14~K(i --1). The cross sections for the p0, f0 (975), J2 (1270) and for the peak related to the K ° ~ ~r + ~-decay are determined from the fit, together with weights I4;~ (i);
(ii) the K±~r T invariant-mass spectrum is calculated using the weights Id~ (i)H;~-(i -1) (for K + 7r-pairs) and W~(i)14k~(i-1) (for ~z+K pairs) and the K*°(892), K2°(t430) cross sections and the weights 14k~(i) and IJ~c (i) are determined.
For the first iteration all weights IV(0) are equal to 1. To obtain the differential cross sections, ( 1/ahadr) do-/dxp, this procedure has been applied to each xp-interval. It converges fairly quickly, three iterations being sufficient in all cases considered. This procedure has been checked with events generated by JETSET 7.3 PS and HERWIG 5.4, with the input values of the resonance cross sections adjusted to the experimental values. Consistent results are obtained. It has also been checked, using generated events, that the reflections from the o~, 0, q and q' do not influence the results.
The raw 7r+rr -and K±Tr v invariant mass distributions and those corrected for reflections are shown in figs. 1, 2 respectively. The values of M0 and F obtained from the fits are given in table 1. The central mass values M0 are consistent with the world average values from the PDG tables [ 17 ] , while the values for F are somewhat larger than the world average values. The difference indicates the size of the mass resolution (FR) consistent with the value Of FR determined from the track error matrices. The final results, shown in figs. 1, 2, are therefore obtained with fits performed with the total widths fixed at F = FpDG + FR. The invariant mass distributions exhibit clear p0, f0 (975) and J2 (1270) signals, the peak related to the Ks ° ~ 7r+~ decay ( fig. 1 ), K*°(892) and K*°(1430) signals ( fig. 2) . However, at the present level of statistics and without using particle identification the K*°(1430) cross section cannot be reliably determined.
The resonance cross sections are determined by integrating the Breit-Wigner functions obtained in the fits with expressions (4), (5) Table 1 The efficiency in determination of resonance cross section, resonance central mass 310, total width F (with a contribution from the mass resolution) and mass resolution obtained in the indicated xp-range using the procedures described in the text.
Resonance
Ap parameters. The particles were followed through each detector and simulated digitizations obtained processed with the same reconstruction and analysis programs as the experimental data. The invariant mass distributions from the simulated events are in good agreement with the data. This is illustrated in fig. 2 , where the K ± ~= mass spectrum for the simulated events is compared with the real distribution. It should be noted that the normalization is done to the total number of hadronic events and not specifically to the number of the entries in the invariant mass distributions. The observed difference in the normalization is therefore due to small differences in the averaged charged multiplicity in simulated and real data events. Still, the simulated events reproduce the data with an accuracy better than 6% in the fitted mass regions. The disagreement is larger in the low mass region. The observed resolution in the resonance mass regions is consistent with expectations from Monte Carlo simulation. The efficiency for vector mesons is obtained by comparing their cross sections in JETSET with the ones determined from the simulated events applying the same fitting procedure as for the data. For the f0(975) and f2(1270), not generated by the JETSET, the same efficiency as for p0 has been assumed, but corrected for different values of C(M) = (do./dM)j/(da/d.'ll)D in the p0, J0 (975) and J)(1270) mass regions, where ( do./dM)j and (do-/dM) D are invariant-mass spectra obtained using JETSET and, respectively, the generated events passed through the detector simulation and reconstruction programs. The efficiencies obtained in this way are given in table 1.
The systematic errors are dominated by uncertainties in the efficiency determination due to limited statistics of 60 000 generated events. They are given as the second error in table 2 and combined quadratically with the statistical errors for the data points in fig. 3 (see below) . However, these errors are not taken into account in the ( 1/o.hadr) da/dxj, differential cross sections =2 , nor in the a (p°)/a (,/'2(1270) ) and a (./"2(1270) )/o. (.fl0(975)) ratios. Systematic uncertainties arising from the fitting procedure, such as choice of background shape, fitting expression, fit range and the assumed resolution, are taken into account. The results presented are corrected for unobserved resonance decay modes.
Results
The measured average multiplicities per hadronic event of the p0 K,0 (892), 1~ (975) and ~(1270) in the xpranges indicated (given in table 2) are obtained by normalization of the determined resonance cross sections to the total hadronic cross section O-hadr. For the vector rnesons, they are in good agreement with the JETSET 7.3 PS and HERWIG 5.4 predictions also presented in table 2. The mean multiplicities of the p0 and K*°(892) resonances, for the full Xp > 0 range are obtained from the measured ones for Xp > 0.05 by extrapolation, assuming the xv-shape predicted by JETSET. Uncertainties in the extrapolation are estimated by comparing the xp-shapes predicted by JETSET and HERWIG and are included in the errors.
n2 The average resonance multiplicities obtained by integrating of the Xp-Spectra are in very good agreement with the ones obtained for the full xp-ranges. Our results for p0 and K*°(892) for xp > 0 are compared with other e+e -data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] at different centreof-mass energies #3 and with the energy dependence predicted by JETSET and HERWIG in fig. 3 . The rise of resonance production with increasing energy is noticeably slower in HERWIG than in JETSET, especially for the p0, where the disagreement between the low energy data and HERWIG is quite significant. Fig. 3 also indicates that the difference between JETSET and HERWIG will increase at higher LEP energies. The measured ratio a(.~(1270)) _ 0.22±0.08 (9) a(p °) for xp > 0.1 can be compared with the tensor-to-vector meson ratios in the full xp-range measured in hadronic reactions: a(Kf+(1430))/a(K*+(892)) = 0.25+0.04 [19] , a(K£°(1430))/a(K*°(892)) = 0.23±0.08, a(f2(1270))/a(p °) = 0.26±0.05 [20] , 0.30+0.06 [15] and 0.24±0.03 [21] (with an average value of 0.25 + 0.03) in the beam momentum range between 32 and 400 GeV/c. Our result agrees within errors with these values. The measured ratio a(.~(1270)) _ 3+~ (10) a(f0 (975)) for Xp > 0.1 can be compared with the corresponding values of 2 ± 1 in e+e annihilation at 29 GeV [5] and 4.1 ± 1.5 in pp-interactions at ,/s = 27.5 GeV [21 ] . It is of interest that all these results are consistent, within large errors, with the simple spin statistics prediction of 5 for the ratio of the tensor-to-scalar mesons.
The differential cross sections, (1/ahadr) da/dxp, for the p0, f2(1270), f0(975) and K*°(892) are shown in fig. 4 , together with the JETSET and HERWIG predictions for vector mesons and the HERWIG prediction for the o6 (1270). The agreement between data and models for vector mesons is quite impressive. The shape of the J~ (1270) Xp-spectrum, consistent with the HERWIG prediction, is similar to that of the J~ (975).
#3 In all these experiments the average resonance multiplicities have also been measured in the restricted xp-ranges and then extrapolated to the xp > 0 region assuming the Xp-shape predicted by the models. 
Summary and conclusions
The inclusive production of light meson resonances has been analysed from a sample of about 200 000 hadronic Z ° decays collected by the DELPHI detector from 1991 LEP running period.
The average multiplicities and xp-spectra of p0, K,0 (892), j~ (975) and f2 (1270) mesons have been measured. For the vector mesons, p0 and K*°(892), good agreement is found between data and JETSET 7.3 PS and HERWIG 5.4 models.
The production cross section ratio between f2(1270) and p0 is found to be 0.22 + 0.08 which agrees with the tensor-to-vector meson ratio of 0.25 ± 0.03 measured in hadronic reactions. The production cross section ratio between f2(1270) and f0 (975), found to be 3+~, is consistent, within large errors, with the measurements in two other experiments and with the simple spin statistics prediction. HERWIG overestimates the J)(1270) production rate, but reproduces the shape of its Xp-spectrum.
Our measurement of the f2 (1270) production together with results of other experiments shows that tensor meson production rate is not negligible and should be taken into account in the JETSET model. To a smaller extent this is also true for J~(975), which is neglected both in JETSET and HERWIG.
After this work was completed we became aware of the OPAL results on the K*°(892) production [22] . Their value of the average K*°(892) multiplicity, 0.76 + 0.07 + 0.06, agrees within errors with our result.
